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the mother of all prejudices: 
teleology and normativity in 
spinoza
filippo del lucchese

Teleology is a major problem in Spinoza’s thought for at least three reasons, two 
internal and one external to Spinozism as a historico-philosophical field. The first 
internal reason is that Spinoza himself considers the path toward truth to be seed-
ed with obstacles and difficulties formed by theological and philosophical preju-
dices. He sees teleology as the first and most serious of these obstacles, so wide-
spread that everyone aspiring to the acquisition of true knowledge encounters it. 
Teleology is, in a word, the mother of all prejudices. The second internal reason is 
that the question of Spinoza’s teleology, and the normativism that derives from it, 
is one of the most divisive issues within Spinozist scholarship. Although Spinoza 
plainly and openly dismisses every and any form of teleology, this claim is unam-
biguously understood and fully accepted only in the continental tradition. In ana-
lytic scholarship, on the contrary, it has sparked a huge debate that has dismissed 
Spinoza’s own words and neutralised the originality and strength of his thought 
vis-à-vis the main normative ethical and metaethical thinkers of the canon, Aris-
totle and Kant in particular.1 The third reason goes beyond a mere enquiry in the 
history of philosophy and is thus external to Spinozism itself: I strongly believe 
that Spinoza’s critique of teleology and normativity remains relevant, as teleol-
ogy permeates our culture in forms and ways that are far more sophisticated than 
they were in Spinoza’s time. We are in dire need of language that critiques it as the 
theological/philosophical superstition it is, and the internal and external reasons 
thus converge: we can ill-afford a strand of philosophy that so misreads this key 
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element in Spinoza’s potentially liberatory work.

Although space constraints make it impossible to discuss the external reason, I 
will explore the question of teleology related to the internal reasons to show that 
Spinoza’s philosophy is—in all its aspects, metaphysical and ethical, political and 
aesthetic—profoundly and consistently anti-teleological. I will start by showing 
that the historiographical debate has failed to understand the issue of teleology in 
Spinoza because it has used a definition of finalism that is more consistent with 
the language and meaning of 20th century metaethical and analytical debates than 
with the 17th century debates Spinoza refers to. Next, in section two, I will show 
how he rejects teleology, along with normativism, and grounds his philosophy on 
four theoretical pillars that I will analyse in the third and last section. These pil-
lars are the redefinition of the notion of essence, the destruction of the concept 
of divine providence, the critique of functionalism, and, finally, the development 
of ontological nominalism.

SPINOZA AND THE ORDER OF NATURE

According to Spinoza, everything happens necessarily and in agreement with the 
universal and eternal disposition of nature that reveals itself in its constant and 
regular ratio. Spinoza consistently states this, perhaps most clearly in chapter VI 
of his TTP in which he says that Nature observes a fixed and immutable order 
(ordo fixus et immutabilis) and that if anything were to happen contrary to Nature’s 
universal laws (leges universales), it would necessarily also be contrary to God’s 
intellect (TTP VI, 7-9; CSW II, 154). Nature’s ratio does not make exceptions and 
does not depend on any divine and arbitrary will.

The term ratio refers to hermeneutic rules (TTP VI, 34), Hebrew grammar rules 
(TTP IX, 29), legal rules and laws (TTP VII, passim) and, most interestingly for 
the issue at stake here, the regula naturae, which Spinoza used in his striking defi-
nition of the jus sive potentia in TTP XVI, 2: “Per jus et institutum naturae nihili 
aliud intelligo quam regulas naturae uniuscujusque individui, secundum quas un-
umquodque naturaliter determinatum concipimus ad certo modo existendum et 
operandum.” The following are the most important English translations: 

Wernham: “By the right and law of nature I simply mean the rules of each 
individual thing’s nature, the rules whereby we conceive it as naturally 
determined to exist and act in a definite way.”
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Shirley: “By the right and etablished order of Nature I mean simply the 
rules governing the nature of every individual thing, according to which 
we conceive it as naturally determined to exist and to act in a definite 
way.”

Silverthorne/Israel: “By the right and order of nature I merely mean the 
rules determining the nature of each individual thing by which we con-
ceive it as determined naturally to exist and to behave in a certain way.”

Curley: “By the right and established practice of nature I mean nothing 
but the rules of the nature of each individual, according to which we con-
ceive each thing to be naturally determined to existing and having effects 
in a certain way.”

Shirley and Israel both introduce the idea of rules that, from above, actively “gov-
ern” and “determine” natural things, which are somehow passive. Wernham, fol-
lowed by Curley, is more respectful of the text, implicitly suggesting the imma-
nence of these rules to natural things. Nature’s ratio is immanent and Spinoza 
suggests, I believe, precisely the contrary of an “order” (Israel) or an “established 
order” (Shirley) that governs or determines nature. Wernham is closer, with the 
idea of law, which is also suggested by Giancotti’s Lexicon, which unequivocally 
points to the meaning of lex naturalis.2

The laws of nature do not express God’s will, but God’s intellect, and thus unfold 
according to its integrally absolute necessity, beyond and against every end. The 
concept is strategically explained in E I, Ap.: “the laws of [God’s] nature [are] so 
ample that they sufficed for producing all things which can be conceived by an 
infinite intellect,” (E I, Ap.; CSW II, 446) which repeats E I, P16: “omnia quae sub 
intellectum infinitum cadere possunt.” It is in this astonishing text, the Appendix 
to Part I of the Ethics, that Spinoza powerfully presents his fight against teleology: 
“Nature has no end set before it [naturam finem nullum sibi praefixum habere] and 
… all final causes are nothing but human fictions [omnes causas finales nihil, nisi 
humana esse figmenta]” (E I, Ap.; CSW II, 442).

TELEOLOGY: THE PROBLEM OF A DEFINITION

Now, if the statement is as unambiguous as I claim, how is it that so many schol-
ars are able to reintroduce teleology into Spinoza’s thought? Again, this happens 
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mainly in the anglophone debate, largely but not exclusively influenced by the 
analytical approach and completely ignoring, consciously I assume, the continen-
tal scholars who take Spinoza’s anti-teleological statement seriously. The dispute 
in anglophone scholarship is polarised around two main positions that recognise 
either a partial or a full teleological dimension in Spinoza’s thought. Both are at-
tempts to respond to a number of recurring questions: does Spinoza accept any 
form of teleology and, if so, in which domain of his system, i.e. moral psychology, 
the natural world, or even the substance/God itself ? How does his metaphysics, 
apparently grounded on a strict necessitarianism, reconcile itself with an ethics? 
In other words and more broadly, is a non-normative and non-teleological ethics 
possible at all?

Edwin Curley has argued that the ethical aim of Spinozism cannot be discon-
nected from teleology. Spinoza’s ethics is concerned with the future, with previ-
sion and prescription, with recommendations and injunctions, and thus, Curley 
contends, with something that somehow commands, from the end that lies in the 
future, the beginning and present of human actions. Moral imperatives for Spino-
za are general and universal; as “hypothetical imperatives with necessary anteced-
ents, and so, in effect, categorical,” they remind us of Kant.3 Curley’s intention is 
to transform Spinoza’s natural laws, at least at the human level, into imperatives.4 
Surprisingly, however, Curley ignores the clear distinction that Kant himself es-
tablishes between categorical and hypothetical. A hypothetical imperative, even 
with a necessary antecedent, does not become categorical. It is an assertorial and 
non-problematic imperative, but not a categorical one.5

Curley has refined his position in response to Jonathan Bennett’s influential the-
sis. Spinoza claims to reject ends in both his metaphysics and his psychology (i.e. 
neither nature nor man functions teleologically). However, Bennett argues, be-
cause Spinoza’s ethics is grounded on the idea of the individual effort in the cona-
tus (which Bennett uncritically but superficially equates with “self-preservation”), 
his argumentation is fallacious, inconsistent, and masks its teleology, which, ac-
cording to Bennett, is the necessary condition for every principle of self-interest.6 
What is thus at stake for Curley and Bennett (and their respective followers) is 
the consistency of Spinoza’s philosophy. Although they disagree on the formal 
consistency of Spinoza’s argumentation, they agree on the substantive question, 
namely, that Spinoza, more or less explicitly and consciously, does not and cannot 
renounce teleology in the human realm, even if he is able to imagine nature at its 
highest level as free from it. 
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These readings have opened the door to even more radical conclusions like those 
of David Garrett. Less interested in the question of consistency, Garrett reintro-
duces Spinoza’s philosophy into the early modern debate, comparing him with 
Descartes, Leibniz, and Aristotle. In an unorthodox position, Garrett claims that 
Spinoza accepts teleology, although differently, at every level of reality: human, 
subhuman, and divine. At the human level, Spinoza “fully and consistently ac-
cepts the legitimacy of many teleological explanations,” in particular through his 
theory of conatus, which is intrinsically teleological. More strikingly, because of 
Spinoza’s monism, “whatever teleological selection process exists must exist ‘in 
God’.” If there is not a teleology of God, there is certainly a teleology in God. Fi-
nally, at the subhuman level, since the conatus is in no way restricted to human 
beings, the mechanistic laws of motion and rest ultimately depend on and point 
to an intrinsic teleological activity. Spinoza’s originality is thus annihilated, and 
he is reinserted into the diverse and yet consistently teleological nature of the 
philosophical canon.7

A third set of interpretations stands between the first two, serving as a kind of me-
diation between Spinoza’s unambiguous condemnation of every form of teleology 
and the idea that a certain kind of normativity must exist, at least as a regulatory 
framework, in every ethically oriented system. Michael A. Rosenthal argues, for 
example, that Spinoza is committed to a full relativism of moral positions and 
values, and that these values never work as higher principles that transcend the 
actual relationship between modes.8 However, by metaphorically extending the 
process of value creation from the political to the individual domain, Rosenthal 
claims that the Good has a constitutive function for humans in the same way a 
political constitution does for the body politics. Developing Miller’s reflection on 
the real presence of an axiology in Spinoza,9 Rosenthal argues that objective stan-
dards exist, notwithstanding and beyond relativistic anthropology, in Spinoza’s 
thought, and that they have a normative function in the same way that political 
values are normative at the collective level. The question of Spinoza’s consisten-
cy reappears also within this third kind of mediating interpretations, for exam-
ple, Yakira’s.10 Yakira argues that the “final moment” of the Ethics is normatively 
grounded on a positive and objective concept of values that is developed beyond 
and against the earlier natural necessitarianism and ethical eudemonism of Stoic 
inspiration. In Yakira’s view, Spinoza’s strictly deterministic approach fails to re-
spond to Blyenbergh’s objections on the nature of evil, until, that is, part V of the 
Ethics, when Spinoza responds by abandoning his determinism for a normatively 
oriented ethics. The problem is that Yakira seems to proceed here as if part V were 
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the ultimate and real expression of Spinozism, superseding the rest of Spinoza’s 
production.

In the anglophone literature, only Lee Rice has taken Spinoza’s rejection of any 
teleology seriously. Spinoza is not inconsistent, Rice claims, because his conatus is 
not a conscious effort even for humans; rather it must be connected to a physical 
idea of a “law of psychodynamic inertia,” of internal and essential force.11 Rice’s 
only non-English source is Sylvain Zac’s book on L’idée de vie dans la philosophie 
de Spinoza, but he develops a reading of both the conatus as an inherent and effi-
cient cause of motion and of teleology as a merely human fiction that was already 
not problematic in the continental literature since at least the works of Gueroult 
(1969), Deleuze (1968), Matheron (1969), and Macherey (1979). However, before 
the analytic turn—and one can hardly underestimate Bennett’s influential read-
ing here, regardless of whether it has been accepted or criticised—the vast major-
ity of interpretations of Spinozism have seen him—the enemy of teleology—as 
guilty of the mortal sin of ruling out every and any form of normativism in early 
modernity.12

The analytic approach, however, is not the main problem here. Garrett, for ex-
ample, goes far beyond a purely analytical perspective, making a real effort to 
take the historical dimension of Spinoza’s philosophy seriously. The problem, I 
believe, is in what all these authors intend by teleology and how they define it. No 
scholar has the monopoly on a definition, but if one does not work with the same 
concept Spinoza does, then ‘Spinoza’ becomes an empty word, much like, follow-
ing Spinoza’s metaphor in E I, P17S, the word ‘dog’ means both the barking animal 
and the heavenly constellation.

People form opinions about the future using their imagination, evaluate the pos-
sible consequences of their actions using their reason, desire what they do not 
possess yet, fear what they perceive as a threat, etc. In a word, humans think about 
and are thus affected by the idea of the future: for many scholars, this is already 
teleology. It is by no means a technical or specific definition of teleology, drawn 
from a philosophical tradition, but it is enough to say that because Spinoza con-
ceived human minds as engaging in all these activities, he admits teleology and 
normativity in his thought, notwithstanding his open condemnation.13 

Thinking the future, or even thinking about the future, is an idea that extends 
beyond any workable definition of normative teleology. Because this idea is so 
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broad, encompassing any viable definition of a human mind having any kind of 
idea beyond the immediate and punctual perception of itself, these scholars are 
not saying that Spinoza more or less consciously or consistently opts for teleol-
ogy. Instead, they are saying that no human mind qua human can be conceived 
outside a teleological framework. If teleology is any psychological consideration 
of the future, then nothing but teleological psychology can possibly be conceived. 
But this would mean no alternative interpretation of Spinoza—or, indeed, de-
bates about teleology at all—would be possible.

A similar outcome follows from Garrett’s definition:

Roughly speaking, a teleological explanation explains why something is so 
by indicating what its being so is for. Somewhat more precisely, a teleolog-
ical explanation is one that explains a state of affairs by indicating a likely 
or presumptive consequence (causal, logical, or conventional) of it that is 
implicated in the state’s origin of etiology. Such consequences often, if not 
always, take the form of ends, goals, or goods. … Teleology is the phenom-
enon of states of affairs having etiologies that implicate, in an explanatory 
way, likely or presumptive consequences of those states of affairs.14 

It is not clear where Garrett takes this definition from. Nor is it clear why he de-
cides to “make no attempt to define the concept of ‘an explanatory way’,”15 since 
the teleological explanation of phenomena is precisely what is at stake in this de-
bate and what is denounced by Spinoza as a human fiction. 

In the Appendix, Spinoza states clearly that part I of the Ethics is first and fore-
most an explanation of the concatenation of things. He also says that “misconcep-
tion” developed into superstition precisely when “every man strove most ear-
nestly to understand and to explain [explicare] the final causes of all things,” and 
that the abstract notions such as Good, Bad, Order, Confusion and the like are 
precisely formed “to explain” what happens in nature. Finally, Spinoza states, “we 
see … that all notions whereby the common people are wont to explain Nature are 
merely modes of imagining” or entia imaginationis.16

It is thus a pity that Garrett’s hypothesis avoids precisely what Spinoza considers 
the ground of the main prejudice, namely the supposedly explanatory function of 
teleology,17 the widespread belief among humans that all things in Nature are like 
themselves in acting with an end in view.18 Turning upside down Spinoza’s un-
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ambiguous statement, Garrett first establishes the truth of the teleological preju-
dices and then builds on it the ground for every other prejudice.

SPINOZA’S CONCEPT OF TELEOLOGY

Spinoza clarifies that the chronological anticipation of the future is only part of 
the problem, which has to do with the nature and characteristics of human imagi-
nation. Imagination is a power and feature that has the inconvenience of drifting 
toward the finalist illusion.19 There is nothing wrong in imagining the future in it-
self. The more or less adequate knowledge of it does not differ, in this sense, from 
the knowledge of the present or the past. The future is involved in our knowledge 
and action as much as the memory of the past is. When I cry or laugh because 
I remember a sad or cheerful event that happened in the past, it is not the past 
event itself that causes my sadness or joy, but rather my current mind-body state, 
which is determined by my memory, knowledge and representation of the past. 
They are at work in the representation, but never as a final cause. One could think 
of the image of a mechanical watermill. It is not the water that has already passed 
nor that is yet to come that actually moves the wheel. But there is a continuity in 
the movement, and although the wheel is only in contact with the water that is 
presently pushing it, the whole flow includes the water that was here in the past 
and will be here in the future. 

The problem, Spinoza argues, is thus not imagination itself, but rather the belief 
in the actual existence of a final cause, a causa finalis that explains the antecedent 
by the subsequent, not so much in chronological terms, but by claiming ontologi-
cal priority and superiority over the efficient cause.20

Bennett claims that the representation of the future is incompatible with the ma-
terialist physics of the Ethics,21 and Spinoza “simply failed to notice that he had 
no decent case against this kind of teleological explanation.”22 To this, one can re-
spond with Curley that human action is not caused by the future itself, but by the 
anticipation of its consequences, which produces desire and informs the action.23 
One can also respond to Curley, however, by saying that this is not “making talk 
of final causes acceptable.”24 In fact it is simply not finalism at all.

Bennett makes his point by saying that “Spinoza [rejects] ‘final causes,’ teleologi-
cal explanations, anything in the nature of a pull rather than a push,”25 and con-
cludes that Spinoza is wrong. I think this is a poor metaphor, however, and that 
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the language is imprecise. For a mechanicist like Spinoza, push and pull belong to 
the same kind of phenomena, material and mechanical. The cause that pushes and 
the one that pulls are both efficient causes and thus not different with respect to 
their mechanical (and non-teleological) nature. What Bennett’s language misses 
is that Spinoza’s denunciation is not pointed at the direction to or from which 
a cause pushes or pulls, but rather the ontological priority of the effect over the 
cause. It is this, for Spinoza, that turns Nature upside down.

Once the final cause has been restored to its central position, the question be-
comes what its relationship with the efficient cause is and if there are domains 
in which its existence can be granted. It is here that Spinoza’s radical originality 
can be seen. Mechanicism, and the 17th century more generally, is traditionally 
seen as the adversary of finalism. Yet the truth is not so simple. Neither Bacon 
nor Descartes deny the existence of final causes. They only exclude them in phys-
ics and biology. Throughout the 17th century, Descartes’ followers take a much 
softer position, and sometimes work precisely to restore final causes to scientific 
discourse.26 In order to counter anti-Cartesian arguments, they must reconcile 
efficient and final causes in nature. The mechanical structure of animal bodies, so 
unambiguously maintained by Descartes, becomes the proof of the machine-mak-
er’s higher intelligence, its operation above and beyond nature itself.27 The out-
come of this process will be Leibniz’s idea that finalism contains mechanicism,28 
followed by Boyle’s and Newton’s teleological science.29

It is at this moment that Spinoza’s originality becomes evident. The demolition 
of the ontological consistency of final causes had already started in the middle 
ages with Scotus30 and Ockham,31 who declare that the end can be a cause only in 
a metaphorical sense. Stoics had already criticised the multiplication of causes in 
Aristotle and Plato and reduced all of them to the efficient cause, as seen in Sen-
eca, Ep. 65, in which, however, the efficient cause is the providential reason of a 
god that, like a sovereign and the soul, gives shape and order to the world. I think 
Spinoza goes much further. Like Lucretius and the Epicureans,32 Spinoza does not 
just reduce final causes to efficient ones or merely think that ends are causes in a 
metaphorical sense.33 Instead, he utterly denies any consistency to final cause. He 
does this by flattening the ontology of causality onto a single plan of immanence 
and denouncing the fictions of beauty, order, and providence in nature.34 The Ap-
pendix to Part I of the Ethics is thus a refutation not only of Aristotelian and Scho-
lastic teleology, but also of Cartesian conciliation.35 
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THE FOUR PILLARS OF SPINOZA’S ANTI-TELEOLOGY

Following a Lucretian pattern, Spinoza summarises his critique in the Appendix 
to Part I of the Ethics, the manifesto of his anti-teleological philosophy. This cri-
tique aims to show that, because of the nature of the final cause, i.e. its ontological 
priority over the efficient cause, teleology is always accompanied by normativism. 
Spinoza is perfectly aware that the ontological priority of the final cause implied 
by teleology has always been conceptualised by building four types of hierarchies: 
1) priority of the essence over the existence; 2) priority of the providence of the 
ends over the necessity of the means; 3) priority of the function over the organ; 4) 
priority of the universal over the individual. I will now show how Spinoza rejects 
these four claims of priority first in the Appendix to Part I of the Ethics and then 
throughout his works, in order to build his anti-teleological and anti-normative 
philosophy.

i) Essence and Existence

Aristotle defined the priority of the essence over both the accident and the ex-
istence by opposing the true and stable nature of being to both its superficial 
modifications and the mere fact of being.36 Everything in nature makes itself, or 
is made, through the actualisation of a certain power, namely in and through the 
passage from power (δύναμις) to act (ἐντελέχεια). Although the potential comes 
chronologically before the act, from the point of view of perfection, the act has 
priority, because it is the reason that what is less perfect tends toward something 
else, becoming in the process, if everything goes well, more perfect.37 If everything 
goes well: nature is full of obstacles, and perfection is never fully realised. This 
is what gives nature its diverse appearance and beautiful harmony: if perfection 
were always accomplished, everything would resemble itself and nothing could be 
distinguished from anything else.38

This is where Spinoza strikes first. The priority of the essence over the existence 
is at the heart of the Appendix to Part I of the Ethics, in which he claims that “all 
things proceed by a certain eternal necessity of nature, and with the greatest per-
fection” (E I, Ap.; CSW I, 442). Nature as a whole, as well as each individual thing 
in it, is already thoroughly perfect. It is as perfect as it can possibly be, both in 
its being and in its becoming. Having stated this in part I, in part II of the Ethics, 
Spinoza makes the natural perfection of all things even clearer by redefining the 
concept of essence and its relationship with existence. E II, D2 reads as follows: 
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I say that to the essence of any thing belongs that which, being given, the 
thing is [NS: also] necessarily posited and which, being taken away, the 
thing is necessarily [NS: also] taken away; or that without which the thing 
can neither be nor be conceived, and which can neither be nor be con-
ceived without the thing [vice versa quod sine re nec esse, nec concipo potest].

In the last line, Spinoza offers a definition of the essence that, as scholars have 
suggested, is stricter than Aristotle’s or even Descartes’.39 More than that, he re-
verses the core idea of the essence’s ontological priority.40 If it is true that the 
essence of God does not constitute the essence of individual things, it is also true 
that without individual things, essence cannot be or be conceived.

Spinoza explains that the correct order of philosophising is from God to indi-
vidual things, descending and not ascending, moving from the cause to the effects 
(E II, P10CS; CSW I, 454). Humans, however, tend to invert the order of reasoning 
and start with the effects, which creates endless contradictions, as he explains in 
the Appendix to Part I of the Ethics. The teleological illusion thus arises from an 
incorrect definition of the essence, an error Spinoza condemns in both the Scho-
lastics and the Cartesians.41 Spinoza’s essence does not have ontological priority 
over existence, it is not above and before the actual existing thing. As Macherey 
puts it, the essence is something of the thing, and in it.42 This is the ground for 
the radical immanence Spinoza suggests for the relationship between God and 
individual things.43

This immanence is not just abstract, nor does it statically describe the relation-
ship between natura naturans and natura naturata. Immanence characterises the 
mechanism of production of things themselves or, as Aristotle would put it, their 
passage from power to act. In Spinoza’s idea of potentia, however, the δύναμις of 
Aristotle loses all its ontological subordination to the ἐντελέχεια. The reversibility 
of essence and existence implies that the production of things cannot be conceived 
as the actualisation of a possibility, according to a model of essential perfection.44 
This is especially clear in God: Spinoza’s striking, bold and counter-intuitive sug-
gestion is that God’s power is always-already in act.45

It follows that individual things’ power is always-already in act, since that power 
is part of God’s power and no different from it in nature.46 These things, together 
and in themselves, necessarily cause all their effects, that is to say all the effects 
that result from their nature. The nature of things is the efficient cause, always-
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already in act, of their effects (E I, P36), in the same way God is the efficient cause, 
always-already in act, of nature as a whole (E I, P16C1).

For Descartes and Aristotle, the cause has more perfection than the effect. God, 
as a cause, is eminently perfect vis-à-vis the creation. Spinoza, on the contrary, 
claims that the same perfection passes from cause to effect, immanently and 
equally.47 He explains this by developing the famous theory of the equivalence 
between realitas and perfectione in E IV, pref. According to Spinoza, the concept 
of perfection has been perverted by comparing it to a model and giving it the 
meaning of an “ought,” of how things ought to be.48 The preface of E IV explicitly 
refers to the Appendix to Part I of the Ethics. in condemning the teleological il-
lusion. Whereas teleology implies that perfection is intended as a model, nature 
expresses on the contrary an absolute necessity that manifests itself in the strict 
equivalence between reality and perfection. Reality is always perfect as it is, be-
cause it is always everything it can be.

The Preface of Part IV has sometimes been read against the Appendix to Part I of 
the Ethics because Spinoza speaks there of the exemplar naturae humanae (usually 
translated as ‘model’), an example of human nature that men can approach to.49 
My suggestion, which is perhaps counter-intuitive, is to contrast the example and 
the model and play the former against the latter. It is not by chance that Spinoza 
speaks about the exemplar on the same page on which he condemns the fiction of 
perfection as a model and establishes the equivalence between reality and per-
fection. The example means nothing more (and nothing less) than what we can 
learn from both the correct and the wrong order of reasoning, i.e. the teleological 
illusion and its normative corollaries. The example is nothing more (and nothing 
less) than the essence conceived in and through its actual—and thus concrete and 
individual—existence.50 Examples can be set, and behaviours adapted to them, 
without thus creating any normative content with objective values or standards.51

Spinoza expands on this concept in the Ep. XXI and the famous discussion with 
Blyenbergh on good and evil. A man is, or becomes, blind, and we say that he is 
deprived of sight because we compare him with a model, or a standard, or an es-
sence. Yet privation “is, not the act of depriving, but only the pure and simple lack, 
which in itself is nothing. Indeed, it is only a Being of reason (ens rationis) or mode 
of thinking, which we form when we compare things with one another.”52 The 
constructs of the mind recall, of course, the entia imaginationis and the humana 
figmenta about which men rave when they fall prey to the teleological prejudice.
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ii) Providence and Necessity

The second pillar upon which a teleological conception of nature rests is the be-
lief in divine providence. The Appendix to Part I of the Ethics makes the connec-
tion between finalism and providentialism explicit anchoring it again in the hu-
man tendency to reason from effects backward to causes, that is to say, to rely on 
final causes. When people find outside of themselves means and things that help 
them reach their goals, they come to believe that someone else, above them, has 
made these means and things for them.53

This is the second step of the teleological illusion: establishing a relationship of 
exchange with God, who has supposedly created the world and what is convenient 
in it freely for the sake of humans. Anthropocentrism and finalism thus go hand 
in hand. 

It is interesting to note the political origin of the idea of an “exchange” with God, 
that is, the way the Jews use it as a trump card in their ongoing dispute with 
the gentile neighbors about whose God is stronger. The idea of miracles, Spinoza 
says, originated with the ancient Jews who wanted to convince themselves and 
others that “the whole of nature was directed only for their advantage, by the 
command of the God they worshipped,” and thus they made themselves “the final 
cause [causa finalis] on account of which God has created, and continually directs, 
all things” (TTP VI, 4; CSW II, 153). Anthropocentrism and teleology are here per-
fectly merged within the figmentum of the chosen people.

Spinoza contrasts the ars divina vel supernaturalis that supposedly creates things 
for men with the ars mechanica that produces things necessarily. Wolfson inter-
estingly remarks that Spinoza’s choice corresponds to, and diverges from, Mai-
monides’ opposition between teleology and chance.54 Maimonides’ opposition is 
traditional, and dates back to the very origin of teleology in Greek thought, in 
particular in Anaxagoras and Xeno’s Socrates.55 Spinoza carefully chooses his ter-
minology to overturn the traditional sense: whereas Maimonides and the earlier 
Greek philosophers defend teleology and providence to say that nothing happens 
by chance, Spinoza defends the mechanical art’s necessity to say that nothing 
happens teleologically and providentially. 

What kind of necessity, however, is Spinoza talking about? A steady stream of 
scholarship has recognised Stoic elements in Spinoza’s philosophy.56 Kristeller ar-
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gues that Spinoza’s radical determinism is clearly Stoic, while De Brabander sees 
the natura naturans and the natura naturata as corresponding to the active and 
passive Stoic principles. What this scholarship overlooks, however, is Spinoza’s 
opposition to divine providence, a foundational feature of Stoic necessitarian-
ism.57 As Matheron has shown, even Spinoza’s Ethics IV app. 32, his most Stoic text, 
goes against the providential character of the πνεῦμα’s action and intervention of 
the divine fire in the world.58 For the Stoics, God’s causality in the world is neces-
sary and nonetheless providential, while Spinoza precisely rules out every notion 
of providential teleology.59

Spinoza’s necessity is thus of a different kind. Following Spinoza’s own sugges-
tion (Ep. LVI to Boxel) and his explicit polemical statement against the authority 
of Plato, Aristotle and Socrates in favour of Democritus, Epicurus, and Lucre-
tius, the necessity here is nothing else than the ἀνάγκη/necessitas of the Atomists, 
namely the causal explanatory principle traditionally opposed to teleology that 
establishes the mechanical and efficient explanation as the only causal principle.

iii) The function and the organ

The third pillar of teleological thinking is giving ontological priority to the func-
tion over the organ. This functionalist argument has been employed since finalism 
was first developed and was still vigorously used in Spinoza’s time (and beyond) 
by partisans of the world’s beauty and order. Nature’s finalism, this time, takes 
the form of the perfect adaptation of individual beings to its complexity, reflected 
by the perfect disposition of the organs in a living organism. Spinoza is aware of 
this argument when he quotes in the Appendix to Part I of the Ethics the classic 
examples of “eyes for seeing, teeth for chewing” and, more generally, the struc-
ture of the human body that men consider with astonishment, being ignorant of 
the causes of such work.60 This is part of what Spinoza calls the asylum ignorantiae, 
and he is conscious that to escape from it, a changed paradigm is necessary, one 
with a different norm of truth. He finds this different norm in mathematics.

Truth, he writes in the Appendix to Part I of the Ethics, could have remained hid-
den to eternity, “if Mathematics, which is concerned not with ends, but only with 
the essences and properties of figure, had not shown men another standard of 
truth [alia norma veritatis].” To the idea of mechanical and efficient logic as the 
only permissible principle of explanation in nature, Spinoza now adds that math-
ematical reasoning is alien to every teleological notion and thus the way toward 
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truth.61

Spinoza is aware of the difference between mathematical objects and physical 
realities. For example, it is the definition of the triangle (i.e. the polygon whose 
interior angles add up to 180 degrees) that establishes the science of the triangle 
itself. No definition of a living being can ground its science in the same way. The 
science of triangles is based on their common notions, strictly derived from their 
definition. Spinoza’s striking suggestion is to extend the mathematical norm of 
truth to physics itself. This is only possible with the revolutionary definition of es-
sence that we have seen above, a definition that obliterates every transcendency 
between essence and existence. Mathematical knowledge of physics means, first 
and foremost, understanding Nature without resorting to any teleology.

For this to happen, Spinoza argues, knowledge of essence and existence must go 
hand in hand. In other words, the knowledge of individual existing things must be 
held alongside the knowledge of their definition. This principle explains Spinoza’s 
theory of the three kinds of knowledge. The first kind is imagination or opinion, 
which are the only causes of possible falsity (E II, P41; CSW I, 478). Reason is the 
second kind, the domain of common notions and adequate ideas. Lastly, Spinoza 
adds the third and highest kind, intuitive science, which he defines as the knowl-
edge that “proceeds from an adequate idea of the formal essence of certain at-
tributes of God to an adequate knowledge of the essence of things” (E II, P40S2; 
CSW I, 477-78).

The highest kind of knowledge is the knowledge of singularity and individuality. 
For Spinoza, mathematics is not an end in itself. Rather, it is mainly concerned 
with asbtract notions related to common properties of shapes. It thus relates to 
the second kind of knowledge. The whole theory of intuitive science is developed 
to offer an additional way to knowledge that Spinoza eventually exploits in the 
last and final part of the Ethics, in which he shows to the reader the pattern toward 
freedom and beatitude.62 It is not abstract notions, but the knowledge of concrete 
individuals that helps humans progress and move away from ignorance. This 
points to the fourth pillar of Spinoza’s anti-teleology, namely his nominalism.

iv) Spinoza’s nominalism

The universal and abstract categories that people use to describe nature—as if 
they existed outside the human mind—are only “entities of imagination (entia 
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imaginationis).” Good, Bad, Order, Confusion, etc., speak only about the relativity 
of human judgements, not the supposed objectivity of Nature itself.63 The ques-
tion of judgement resurfaces in Spinoza’s epistolary exchange of 1665 with one of 
the most learned men in Europe, Henry Oldenburg, offering yet another opportu-
nity for Spinoza to attack finalism and teleology.

War is threatening Europe, and Oldenburg seeks common ground with his erudite 
correspondent Spinoza by declaring the behaviour of the vulgar as of a “bestial 
kind, not human.”64 Spinoza responds in philosophical terms to this moral con-
sideration, repeating his famous motto: nec ridere, nec lugere, sed intelligere. He 
makes the argument on his favoured ground, saying that man is only a portion of 
nature, whose parts agree and cohere with each other (convenire and cohærere) in 
ways that we ignore.65 

Oldenburg is clearly interested in this statement, which is more a refusal to use 
moral categories than a declaration of ignorance. Spinoza could have remained 
on a general and abstract level, since Oldenburg’s question is general and simply 
asks for further explanations (ironically, the discussion happens with the blessing 
of Robert Boyle, one of the strongest partisans of the teleological revival of the 
late 17th and 18th centuries).66 But instead, Spinoza pushes the argument much 
further, directly attacking teleology and normativism by saying that not only does 
he not know how each part agrees and convenes with the others, but he does 
know full well that abstract and normative categories are nothing more than entia 
imaginationis.67

This passage is followed by the famous example of the tiny worm living in the 
blood, ignorant of what happens beyond its limited world and incapable of see-
ing the difference between the whole and the part, of understanding the laws of 
agreement and convenience, etc. The worm’s knowledge is limited by the envi-
ronment and the context within which its nature confines it. This is not an ex-
treme case, Spinoza suggests. It is rather a metaphor for the common dimension 
within which all men live until and unless they have the intuition that another 
norm of truth is available. Spinoza has achieved his objective: Oldenburg becomes 
nervous and plainly declares (we can almost hear Boyle in the background) that 
he does not see “how we can ruin68 [profligare] the order and simmetry from na-
ture, as you seem to do.”69 

Although Spinoza’s answer is lost, I think we have everything we need to see the 
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gap between the two authors: Oldenburg on the one hand, scientifically inspired 
by the belief in the regularity of nature’s order, yet teleologically oriented, and 
Spinoza on the other, recognising the bias of order and harmony that still haunts 
the most enlightened mind of his century, because of the teleological prejudice 
that he intends to destroy.

In the TTP, Spinoza exploits the theologico-political dimension of this kind of ig-
norance, which he calls superstition. Superstition is the ground of men’s belief in 
miracles and the “term ‘miracle’ cannot be understood except in relation to men’s 
opinions and means nothing but a work whose natural cause we cannot explain by 
the example of another familiar thing [cujus causam naturalem exemplo alterius rei 
solitae explicare non possumus]” (TTP VI, 13; CSW II, 155).70 

Just like the worm’s, our pool of available knowledge is not wide enough to be 
used as a source of comparison with unknown things or events. People thus con-
sider miracles “whatever they could not explain in the way in which the com-
mon people are accustomed to explain natural phenomena, that is, by resorting 
to memory so as to call to mind a similar happening which is ordinarily regarded 
without wonder.”71 The ignorance rising from the incapacity to connect the un-
known to the familiar is part of the Skeptic rhetorical arsenal.72 I believe, however, 
that Spinoza is pushing the argument further, by opposing the concept of res solita 
to the res singularis, and pointing to the possibility of changing perspective in or-
der to move away from ignorance. E II, P40S1 explains that:

when the images in the body are completely confused, the Mind also will imagine 
all the bodies confusedly, without any distinction, and comprehend them as if 
under one attribute, viz. under the attribute of Being, Thing, etc. … Those notions 
they call Universal, like Man, Horse, Dog, etc. … the Mind can imagine neither 
slight differences [singulorum parvae differentiae] of the singular [individuals] such 
as the color and size of each one, etc.) nor their determinate number, and imag-
ines distinctly only what they all agree in, insofar as they affect the body (E II, 
P40S1; CSW I, 477).73

The following S2 introduces the third and highest kind of knowledge as knowl-
edge of individual essences. Spinoza is suggesting the need to move away from the 
illusion of universal categories and toward the knowledge of individuality. E III, 
P52 and P52S bring forth once again the deceptive nature of a knowledge isolated 
from context. Wonder (admiratio) arises from the singular, which appears to us 
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uncommon or special. Spinoza uses the same term, res singularis, for both indi-
vidual and uncommon things: “This affection of the Mind, or this imagination of 
a singular thing [rei singularis imaginatio], insofar as it is alone in the Mind, is called 
Wonder” (E III, P52S; CSW I, 523). The thing’s solitude, which derives from its 
singularity, drags the mind into the solitude of ignorance.74 It is because the mind 
is stuck in loneliness that it falls prey to ignorance. The task, as Spinoza sees it, is 
thus to recognise this seeming singularity and bring it back to the whole of nature 
to which it belongs.75

What is crucial is to know and understand the singular, both in terms of the indi-
vidual and what seems to be special. Spinoza’s strategy is to reduce the power of 
singularity in the sense of that which evokes wonder by increasing the knowledge 
of singularity in the sense of that which is individual. “The more this knowledge 
that things are necessary is concerned with singular things [res singulares], which 
we imagine more distinctly and vividly, the greater is this power of the Mind over 
the affects” (E V, P6S; CSW I, 599). Also: “The more we understand singular things 
[res singulares], the more we understand God” (E V, P24; CSW I, 608).76

Spinoza’s nominalism is already sketched in his Short Treatise, the aim of which 
is to reject both Plato’s idealism and Aristotle’s finalism by his critique of the 
archetype and the model.77 It is only through intuitive science, however, and the 
whole theory of the three kinds of knowledge that Spinoza accomplishes the task 
and makes nominalism not only the ground of his ontology, but a powerful philo-
sophical tool with a strong impact on the political dimension and people’s con-
crete lives.

P

I believe that the rejection of teleology and the normativism that derives from it is 
one of the major tasks Spinoza wishes to accomplish in his philosophy. Indeed, he 
may see it as the most important, for at least two reasons. The first is his convic-
tion that finalism is the origin of every other form of superstition and ignorance. 
Demolishing the source is the surest and most effective way of destroying every-
thing that derives from it. The second reason is that, contrary to Descartes and his 
followers, Spinoza knows all too well that not only has the battle for mechanicism 
not yet been won, but in fact, the most advanced intellectuals and scientists of 
his time, including Oldenburg, Boyle, and Leibniz, have been winning the battle 
only by compromising on teleology. Their Christian mechanicism is indeed provi-
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dentialist, while Spinoza’s revolutionary modernity, with its roots in the ancient 
Atomism of Epicurus and Lucretius, cannot compromise on this principle. 

A final word on analytical interpretations that insist on a teleological reading of 
Spinoza: the connection between the ontological and the political is explicit in 
Spinoza’s thought especially in the Appendix to Part I of the Ethics: astonishment 
[stupor] is the one and only support for safeguarding the authority [auctoritas] 
of ignorance. If we needed another reason to assess Spinoza’s anti-teleological 
statements, we would find it in his political thought and its history. The negation 
of teleology is the condition for overcoming ignorance, which is the aim of a free 
life in a free Republic. But of course, for analytical philosophers, the history of po-
litical thought is not philosophy, and thus for them the connection does not have 
any demonstrative value. And with this, we see that the dialogue lacks a common 
ground, much like that earlier one between Oldenburg and Spinoza.
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